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Abstract: Current advances in spatial simulation bring unprecedented possibilities for spatio-
temporal modeling. In this paper, we focus on modeling the impact of settlement on land use
in the Roman period in the Dutch river area, on the northern frontier of the Roman Empire. During
this period, the area witnessed a strong population increase that put more demands on the available
land to produce food, not only for the local population, but also for the soldiers stationed on the
frontier and the citizens of the newly founded towns. We compare an agent-based model (ABM) of
agricultural production in the region (ROMFARMS), and a model using the Past Land Use Scanner
(PLUS. Both were used to estimate the effects of increased agricultural demand through simulations
of food production, taking into account the available workforce and the productivity and availability
of suitable land. However, how should we evaluate the model outcomes? What are the advantages
and limitations of each? We discuss issues of scale, temporal resolution and model inputs, together
with questions of technical implementation and validation. In this way, we aim to point the way to
future researchers to implement these approaches effectively in other contexts.

Keywords: spatial simulation; Roman archaeology; Roman limes; Dutch river area; agrarian produc-
tion; open science

1. Introduction

Current advances in spatial simulation now bring unprecedented possibilities for
spatio-temporal modeling. In this paper, we compare two approaches to model the impact
of settlement on land use in the Roman period in the Dutch river area, on the northern
frontier (limes) of the Empire. After the arrival of the Romans around 15 BCE, the area
witnessed a strong increase in population, putting more demands on the available land
to produce food and wood, not only for the local population, but also for the soldiers
stationed on the frontier and the citizens of the newly founded towns.

Estimating the spatial effects of this increased agricultural demand through time can
be approached through simulations of food production, taking into account the available
workforce and the productivity and availability of suitable land. This paper will provide a
comparison of an agent-based model (ABM) of agricultural production in the region by
Joyce (ROMFARMS; [1,2]), and a model using the Past Land Use Scanner (PLUS) by De
Kleijn and colleagues [3]. The ABM is fine-grained, simulating agricultural production
at the household level; the PLUS model provides a spatial simulation framework that
integrates economic and demographic factors with physical environmental factors and
simulates land use on a regional level by applying a logit-type approach that simulates
competition for land.

Both approaches provide solutions to similar questions, but how should we evaluate
these outcomes within the general context of the debate on land use and agricultural
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production in the region? What are the advantages and limitations of each? We will discuss
issues of scale, temporal resolution and model inputs, together with questions of technical
implementation and validation of the model outcomes. In this way, we hope to point the
way to future researchers to implement these approaches effectively in other contexts.

1.1. Background: Archaeology, Landscape and Agricultural Production

The Dutch limes zone roughly comprises a 50 km wide strip in the middle of the
Netherlands, stretching from the North Sea until Germany over a distance of approximately
150 km from west to east. To the north, the zone is bordered by the course of the Rhine,
which was established as the northern frontier of the Roman Empire around the middle of
the first century CE (Figure 1).

This region has undergone considerable environmental and anthropogenic change
over the past 2000 years, leading to substantial changes in river courses, coastline, vegeta-
tion and land use. This means that no meaningful historical and archaeological analysis of
the Dutch limes zone can be undertaken without a reconstruction of its paleogeography.
Fortunately, a paleogeographical map of the north-western part of the limes zone is already
assembled on the basis of an extensive database of geological bore holes combined with
detailed LiDAR-based elevation data [4,5].

Figure 1. Paleogeographic reconstruction of the Dutch limes zone with Roman sites, after [5].

On the basis of this reconstruction, we can broadly distinguish three major landscape
zones in the Roman period from east to west. To the east of the current city of Utrecht,
the landscape was dominated by fluvial landforms: river beds, levees and flood basins.
These areas were mostly suitable for all kind of agricultural activities and posed no serious
challenges for settlement and transport apart from the major river crossings. To the west
of Utrecht, up to the coastal dune area, the landscape was much wetter. Here, the levees
only occupied narrow strips of land surrounded by vast areas of marshland and peat.
Opportunities for settlement and agriculture were much more limited here. Finally, the
coastal dune area formed a narrow strip of more elevated terrain that was eminently
suitable for human occupation. Palaeobotanical evidence indicates that the limes zone was
already largely deforested before the Roman period [6]. Rural settlement densities in the
preceding Late Iron Age are thought to have been relatively low. A significant rise in the
number and size of settlements has been extensively documented in the Early Roman B
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and Middle Roman A periods (25–150 CE; [7–12]). This is followed by a drastic decline in
settlement density in the second half of the third century CE, which is usually linked to the
collapse of the Dutch limes as a frontier [13,14]. In fact, recent research suggests that the
whole area was almost completely depopulated by the end of the third century [13,15].

Apart from the rural settlements, non-rural settlements started to appear in the area
during the Early and Middle Roman period. The forts, associated vici and the urban
centers were all installed by the Romans, and there is no clear evidence of rural settlements
developing independently into real villages during the Roman period. Growth of the
‘urban’ population is therefore closely tied to the military occupation of the area, with vici
appearing alongside the forts mainly from 70 CE onwards.

Population estimates for the 2nd century CE range from 8000–16,800 for the Canane-
fatian civitas [10,16], and from 13,500–117,800 for the Batavian area [7,8,12]. This large
range is mainly due to lack of information on the actual site density but it should be noted
that, whatever the estimate used, the proportion of non-rural population in the area, in
particular during the first part of the Middle Roman period, must have been substantial.

Before the Romans arrived, it is supposed that the local population engaged in subsis-
tence production only. A modest surplus of cereals could be achieved ([1]; see Section 3.3.3),
but was probably not actively pursued. The arrival of the Romans implied a fundamental
change. A new and substantial demand for (forced) agricultural surplus production was
created because of the deployment of troops in the region and the associated immigration
of dependents, officials, craftsmen and others not involved in agricultural production, and
because of taxation.

Evidence for surplus agricultural production in the Dutch limes zone has been mount-
ing for some time [7,9,17–19], and since the study region did not see the widespread
development of specialized villa settlements, surplus production of in particular cereals
and meat must have been achieved by the local communities.

However, relatively little is known on the extent of this local production potential
and regional-scale impacts on the landscape. The scarce and isolated character of the
available archaeological evidence makes it problematic to estimate the extent of local
food production.

Van Dinter, Kooistra and colleagues [6,19] were the first to attempt to systematically
research the land-use impact of the Roman military and vici inhabitants in western part
of the Lower Rhine delta. They analyzed whether the local population could supply the
Roman army in 70 CE and 140 CE. For this they have, through extensive calculations,
estimated the required food and wood and translated these demands into hectares of land.
By confronting these with available land resources, they reconstructed the impact of the
Roman presence on land use and concluded that the rural population and the landscape
could meet the (reconstructed) additional demand for food, but that the availability of land
for animal husbandry was too limited.

1.2. Motivation for Using Simulation Modeling

The importance of land and labor within agriculture is undoubted and a discussion of
the different strategies of agricultural production must include an explicit analysis of the
relative importance of land and labor as limiting factors. The calculations undertaken by
Van Dinter, Kooistra and colleagues [6,19] are valuable to gauge the overall agricultural
production potential of the region, but they did not experiment with a wider variety
of scenarios of surplus production to estimate the development of production capacity
and demand as a function of not just land and produce, but also of labor force and
consumer population.

Additionally, their models did not accommodate the spatial effects of increasing
demands on land. In addition, as a departure from static landscape capacity models,
the simulation of the agriculture of the region as a dynamic process involving stochastic
variables (random distribution of resources and fluctuating yields) was necessary.
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For this reason, the Finding the limits of the limes project [20] set out to explore these
methods within the context of the Dutch limes, using Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) as
the primary tool to understand agricultural production at the settlement and regional
level, which resulted in the ROMFARMS ABM [1]. At the same time, De Kleijn and
colleagues [12] added spatial interactions and economic competition by the development
of the Past Land Use Scanner (PLUS), which was developed within the context of the
HERCULES project [21].

Within simulation models the real world is translated into a collection of variables
linked by mathematical or logical conditions [22]. One of the major challenges is the
integration of sociological factors. Especially on site catchment and household-level various
researchers have effectively attempted to integrate complex cultural and sociological factors
(e.g., [23–26]). The integration of sociological factors in simulation models that perform
on a larger, regional area are scarce. In particular, the seminal work done by Kohler and
colleagues [27,28] showed the possibilities for modeling and evaluating scenarios of the
longer-term development of subsistence economy and population at the regional scale.

2. A Comparison of Approaches

The ROMFARMS ABM and the PLUS are very different, and yet they show a large
number of similarities in their philosophy and outcomes. How then should we assess
the value of the models within the context of the research questions at hand? Formal
assessment frameworks for comparing simulation models have been suggested that range
from purely theoretical [29] and methodological [30] to application-specific [31–33], or
focused on validation and verification of the model outcomes [34,35].

For a systematic comparison of the two model approaches, we defined four criteria.
The first two are related to more general aspects of the modeling approaches, whereas
the last two are focused on the specific archaeological case study, thus are useful when
different simulation models are focused on the same period and region.

(a) Methodological and Conceptual

For this criterion, we consider the underlying mechanics of the selected modeling
approaches. We compare the theoretical frameworks underlying the models and assess the
different methodologies. Furthermore, we compare the spatial and temporal scope and
limits of both models.

(b) Technical

For a technical comparison of the two simulation models, we look at the software used
and the computational resources required. Furthermore, we consider the level of repro-
ducibility and ease of use of the models. In this regard it is important whether the software
is free and open-source software, but also how well it interacts with other packages.

(c) Application

With this criterion, we seek to understand how the aims and setup of the models
compare. For this, we take a closer look at the assumptions made for the modeling and
the experimental runs performed in relation to the model outcomes. This criterion is thus
focused on the archaeological context to which both models have been applied.

(d) Validation

For this criterion, we look at the internal consistency of the models and compare the
archaeological insights that the modeling frameworks have produced. We will review the
different conclusions drawn and their implications for the archaeological case study.

3. Comparison of the PLUS and ROMFARMS
3.1. Methodological and Conceptual

In order to compare the PLUS model and ROMFARMS at the methodological and
conceptual level, the following section will first provide an abridged description of both
models, followed by highlighting the similarities and differences.
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3.1.1. The PLUS Simulation Model

The PLUS simulation model is based on a simulation tool aimed at predicting future
land use, the Land Use Scanner (LUS; [36]). The model estimates the impact on future land
use of various social economic scenarios which are based on trends and policy decisions.
From a theoretical point of view, it builds upon the so-called First Law of Geography formu-
lated by Tobler as “everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related
than distant things” [37]. It mimics competition for land among different use types, based
on spatial economic theory [38]. It uses different scenario inputs which can be compared to
expected trends, and is foremost used as a heuristic modeling framework. The PLUS can
thus be used in an analogous way to develop and test specific archaeological hypotheses.

The core mechanism of the PLUS integrates economic and demographic factors with
physical environmental ones to simulate past land use. Within the modeling framework,
a distinction is made between the regional demand for certain land-use types and the
local suitability for these types. To determine the demand and suitability, the following
main driving factors are distinguished: economic, socio-cultural, technological, spatial,
environmental and political. These have been translated to local suitability by looking
at distance relations, physical characteristics of the landscape, limitations resulting from
military and political processes and available techniques to work the land, and a regional
demand by combining economic and demographic scenarios. The expected demand and
suitability constitute the input for the allocation procedure of the model, based on McFad-
den’s discrete choice theory [39], where the probability of selecting a certain alternative
is dependent on the utility of that specific alternative in relation to the total utility of all
alternatives. This means that the probability of a certain type of land use at a certain
location is based on the utility of that location for that specific type of use in relation to the
total utility of all possible uses.

The model is grid-based and aggregates all data to 100 × 100-m cells. From a technical
perspective, the resolution of the model can be much higher. This however, would give a
false impression of its accuracy since it is not meant to understand local site mechanics, but
is intended to analyze and simulate land-use change at a regional scale.

3.1.2. ROMFARMS

The ROMFARMS model was developed by Joyce [1] to better understand the inter-
play and dependencies of the factors involved in agricultural production in the area. The
primary research questions investigated were (1) to understand how different agricultural
behaviors impact productivity, and (2) to evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of differ-
ent strategies of arable farming and animal husbandry in the region for obtaining surplus
production (Figure 2). It thus also primarily serves a heuristic purpose, which is a major
characteristic of ABM use in archaeology [40]. It was developed in NetLogo v. 6.0.2 [41],
a software environment that was created to model complex systems dynamics [42,43], to
generate estimates of agricultural production under different scenarios of land availability,
workforce size and production strategies. Underlying the model are specific theories on
agricultural production (see Section 3.3.1) and demographic development in the region in
the Roman period, and its relationship to labor and land availability.

ROMFARMS is a discrete patch model comprising of cells each representing 1 hectare
that simulates agricultural production at the household level. This level of detail was
chosen since many of the hypotheses concerning the feasibility of agricultural production
in the region are based on an understanding of the choices that individual households will
have made to achieve subsistence and surplus production.

ROMFARMS can be used to predict agricultural yields under a wide range of sce-
narios. These estimates can then be confronted with archaeological data and hypotheses,
for example on taxation levels, in order to evaluate their plausibility. While scenarios
and inputs were only developed for the specific context of the case study, the model is
sufficiently generic to be applied in other geographic and chrono-cultural settings.
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Figure 2. Schematized workflow in ROMFARMS, after [2].

3.1.3. Comparison

A major difference between ROMFARMS and the PLUS is found in their approach
to modeling.

In ROMFARMS, interactions between agents, coupled to stochasticity, can generate
dynamics that are different each time the model is run, even when the input parameters
stay the same. The PLUS model, on the other hand, assumes a mathematical relationship
between the factors determining demand for and allocation of land, based on a trade-off
between suitability and accessibility. Given certain inputs, the model produces exactly the
same output each time it is run.

A distinct disadvantage of ABM in this respect is that it can slow down the modeling,
since it will consider the (inter)actions of all agents in the modeled system. Mathematical
models are much easier to implement, but also assume that the underlying (causal) mech-
anisms of the model are sufficiently understood and empirically tested. This is precisely
where simulating socio-economic dynamics of the past finds a fundamental challenge.
ABM can play an important role in elucidating the plausibility of supposed mathematical
relationships, but it does not escape the necessity of defining cause-effect chains, and of es-
timating sufficiently realistic parameter values. A clear example of this is the way in which
demography is modeled in various archaeological studies. Many of these use dynamical
systems equations, derived from ecology, that can be used to model the carrying capacity
of populations under various ecological pressures (e.g., [44–47]). These, however, do not
offer a very realistic emulation of human population dynamics, that are being governed
not just by ‘natural’ factors, but also by social and cultural norms, and by economic and
political structures that can influence people’s choices and abilities to start families, to
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raise a certain number of children, and to migrate [48]. All these are, however, much more
complex to model.

3.1.4. Spatial vs. Non-Spatial

In ROMFARMS, accurate spatial prediction of land use is not aimed for. In order to
understand whether available land may be a limiting factor for agriculture, a few simple
rules are applied. Suitability values are determined by the user at the start of the model
run, or can be derived from GIS maps. Land use requirements for arable farming are then
calculated on the basis of population size, the available grain stores and external demand.
The suitable land closest to the settlement is then allocated as ‘arable land’. A patch of
arable land can, however, not revert back to ‘non-arable’.

Use as forest is determined at the start of the simulation as a random distribution of
forested patches, with initial forest density set by the user. This forest can be removed and
taken into use as arable land if needed. The remaining land will have no land use allocated.
Animal husbandry, which will take place in these non-allocated zones, is thus not linked to
specific patches for pasture and meadows.

The PLUS modeling framework simulates the land use based on different demographic
scenarios. By estimating the population size, it is reconstructed how much food would be
required to feed that population, which can be translated to a number of hectares needed to
produce this food. In the PLUS this demand is then confronted with the local suitability—
e.g., distance relations, political and physical characteristics of the land—for these types
of land use, which then results in a spatial distribution of the various land use types. In
the case study by De Kleijn and colleagues [3], the regional demand is determined by
calculating the number of calories needed by all forts and settlements and relating that to
the yield of certain types of land use. By supporting these assumptions with archaeological
evidence—e.g., average settlement size or physical traces of certain agricultural activities—
different scenarios for the demand were determined and used as input for the model. The
location of land use is then determined by evaluating land suitability and proximity to
settlement, with suitable land close to settlements being the most attractive, regardless of
the size of settlement population. In a follow-up study by Van Lanen and colleagues [12],
the demand was determined by a non-spatial demographic model.

Comparing ROMFARMS and the PLUS, we thus see that competition for land is
not fully implemented in ROMFARMS but is central in the PLUS. While this does not
necessarily invalidate the conclusions drawn on the limitations of land availability from
the model, it does hinder a direct comparison of both approaches.

3.1.5. Dealing with Time

In ROMFARMS, the correct sequential execution of the agents’ actions is crucial
for getting the desired model results. Setting the time step at one year, as was done in
ROMFARMS, inevitably simplifies a model of agricultural production, with processes
being treated as sequential or simultaneous when in practice they may not be. For example,
fuel collection occurs multiple times throughout the year depending on the value of the
parameter ‘collection frequency’. In addition, collection and production of timber can
occur multiple times in one step of the simulation as foragers require multiple trips to
collect sufficient timber. The simulation of processes multiple times within each step,
significantly increases processing time, which restricts the number of scenarios that can be
feasibly simulated.

Additionally, the effects of small variations will add up in the longer run. Increasing
annual population growth from, e.g., 0.2% to 0.5% makes a substantial difference in
outcomes after running the model for 100 ‘years’. Uncertainties in the inputs can thus lead
to increasingly diverging outcomes the longer the model is run.

In the PLUS modeling framework, the temporal dimension is foremost determined
by the demand and not directly integrated in the simulation process. Land use is only
determined for a single moment in time. It does include modeling outcomes of previous
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periods in the suitability for later periods, but this has only very limited effects on the
simulation outcomes. Comparing the temporal approaches, the PLUS is thus focused on
snapshots in time whereas in ROMFARMS temporality is an integral part of the model.

A summary of the conceptual and methodological comparison is provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Conceptual and methodological comparison PLUS ROMFARMS.

Aspect ROMFARMS PLUS

Modeling
approach • complex systems dynamics • discrete choice theory

Spatial
Resolution

• 100 × 100 m grid
• 10 × 10 km blocks • 100 × 100 m grid

Temporal
resolution

• annual time steps
• scenarios run over 100 years • snapshots in time

Spatial vs. non
spatial

• spatial local demand
• spatial land suitability
• limited competition for land
• no spatial allocation of land use

• non-spatial input demand
• spatial land suitability
• competition for land
• spatial allocation of land use

3.2. Technical

As stated, ROMFARMS was programmed in NetLogo, a free and open-source soft-
ware that was designed as a high-level programming language, using an object-oriented
approach that also allows novice programmers to quickly set up agent-based simula-
tions. It also comes with a large library of models that can be re-used and adapted
for specific applications (http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/models/community/;
http://modelingcommons.org/, accessed on 31 August 2021). Adapting the NetLogo
source code, however, is much more complicated. Extensions can be programmed and
linked to NetLogo using any language that targets the Java Virtual Machine.

Running simulations programmed in NetLogo is very easy. Its input and output
screens, while graphically fairly basic, can be easily set up and adapted to monitor inputs,
progress and outcomes of the simulations. In this way, it also allows for easy experimenta-
tion with the parameters involved, but parameters can also be set directly in the NetLogo
code. Setting up complex models like ROMFARMS, however, requires users to have more
advanced skills in programming.

In NetLogo, spatial interactions are the default, but the software is not very efficient at
spatial analysis for lack of a true GIS data structure, even when it has a GIS extension that
offers basic functions for analysis [49]. ‘Patches’ in NetLogo are comparable to grid cells in
GIS, and can carry various attributes that can be queried by location, distance and even
neighborhood, but working with multiple grid layers is not possible. Additionally, it has
no in-built functions to perform spatial analyses.

However, NetLogo comes with a number of extensions that will allow users to do
more advanced tasks, such as importing GIS layers, performing network analysis and run
Python or R code in NetLogo. In this way, it aims to offer a good compromise between
accessibility and performance, since certain tasks are more efficiently achieved in other
software environments.

NetLogo’s output options are somewhat limited. The BehaviorSpace tool, intended
to quickly run ‘parameter sweeps’ of the models, produces flat text tables that need post-
processing in order to generate useful summaries of the results. Users will mostly have to
define other specific outputs within the model code. In cases like ROMFARMS, where a
large number of simulations has to be run, this is a significant hindrance for efficient model
sensitivity analysis and comparison.

For larger simulations, NetLogo eventually runs into limitations of computing re-
sources [40]. This means that there is an upper limit of the number of agents that can be
simulated and as a result, the ROMFARMS study region was split into 100 × 100 km blocks,

http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/models/community/
http://modelingcommons.org/
http://modelingcommons.org/
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since it would be impossible to run the scenarios for the whole area without resorting to
High Performance Computing. Owing to this, the effects and impact of limiting factors on
agriculture in the whole macro-landscape could not be simulated.

The PLUS was designed as an extension to the Land Use Scanner [3,38,50] and uses the
Free and Open Source GIS software GeoDMS, that is foremost designed to be highly efficient
for raster-based calculations and allows to easily run multiple scenarios for different input
parameters [51]. The GeoDMS can be used as a stand-alone software, but is often used in
combination with QGIS or ArcGIS. It produces a native file for the configuration that can be
edited in any simple text editor, making it adjustable and easy to integrate it as a script in
other software environments using common programming languages like Python. As data
input and output it foremost uses open file formats for tabular and spatial raster-based and
vector-based data. It can handle common raster and vector datatypes and is capable of
exporting the data into known GIS file types like .tif or .shp.

3.3. Application

To compare the models on the application to the specific region and period this section
will discuss the aims, setups and experiment runs of both models after which a comparison
between the two is made.

3.3.1. ROMFARMS
Setup

In ROMFARMS, both randomly generated and reconstructed landscapes can be used
in the simulation, depending on the tested scenario. The landscape is represented by
three possible units: levees, floodplains and other (marshlands and open water). This
classification is based on the assessment of land use types at the site of Tiel-Passewaaij [52],
with levees being available for arable land and settlement, floodplains for animal husbandry,
and other units not available for agriculture.

The basic unit of analysis in ROMFARMS is the settlement, which can comprise
one to five households. A household in ROMFARMS is considered one couple with any
dependent children, elderly or unmarried adults. The number of households in each
settlement at initialization is the maximum number of households. During a simulation,
the number of married couples with dependents in each settlement may drop below the
maximum number of households but cannot exceed it; extra households will ‘emigrate’.

At the start of each simulation, settlements are inhabited by one adult male and
female per household and four individuals between 0 and 15 per household, with ages of
children generated randomly. Settlements start each simulation with one herd of sheep,
cattle or horse containing thirty adult animals. In addition, each settlement is provided
with a catchment area containing all cells within a 10 km round trip from the settlement.
A settlement’s catchment area contains all arable land and woodland on levees that a
settlement has access to. Whether the arable land and woodland remains available for
use depends on whether other agents have already made use of it. After initialization of
the simulation, settlements then undertake arable farming, animal husbandry and fuel
acquisition, and compete for land when necessary, in time steps of one calendar year.
Additionally, settlements will collect timber construction wood once every twenty years.
ROMFARMS is described in detail in [1] and can be accessed from https://doi.org/10.528
1/zenodo.5236448, accessed on 31 August 2021.

Experiments Run

The scenarios tested were developed to analyze the feasibility and effectiveness of
agricultural strategies to obtain surplus production, which has been central to much of the
debate summarized in Section 1.1.

Three basic scenarios of arable farming were simulated: subsistence-only production,
intensification and extensification, following De Hingh [53], and assuming no significant
difference in yield for the two main cereal crops grown, barley and emmer wheat [19,54]. In

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5236448
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5236448
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the case of subsistence-based farming, settlements aim for a sufficiently high yield to feed
the households, but will not strive to generate any meaningful surplus. Both intensification
and extensification, on the other hand, aim to maximize yields. It should be noted that
both strategies can be applied simultaneously. However, in order to better understand
the effects of each, they were modeled as separate scenarios. Extensification (in the sense
of Boserup; [55,56]) seeks to maximize the amount of arable land cultivated. Remaining
surpluses will thus all be used to sow uncultivated land in the next year. Extensive
agricultural strategies were assumed by Kooistra, Van Dinter and colleagues [19,54], with
greater areas of arable land cultivated compared to the preceding Late Iron Age, but with no
change in how it was cultivated. Annual cereal yields per hectare are estimated at 1000 kg,
of which 800 kg is available for consumption, and the remainder kept for the next sowing
season [19], with a fallow period of one year (two-course rotation). Intensification, on the
other hand, attempts to increase yields while cultivating the same amount of arable land.
In ROMFARMS, intensification is simplified to the application of manure. This eliminates
the use for a fallow period, and increases the yield per hectare with 15 kg for each kg of
nitrogen applied [1]. Zooarchaeological evidence points to such an intensive arable farming
strategy [52,57,58], predominantly in the eastern part of the Dutch limes zone.

It is important to underline that these scenarios, while based on theoretical models
of economic optimization, are not meant to imply that ‘rational’ farming strategies were
consciously pursued. A multitude of other factors, including social and cultural norms,
will have influenced farming choices. Additionally, the availability of information on
expected crop yields, farming techniques and external demand will have determined
whether farmers could reliably predict the economic outcomes of their farming strategies.

On the basis of running these scenarios, a comparison was made of the cost-
effectiveness of arable intensification and extensification. Costs for extensification
incorporated the area of extra land cultivated and labor needed to cultivate this ex-
tra land. Costs for intensification incorporated the labor costs to produce the manure
required in addition to the labor costs for sowing, ploughing, harvesting and the incor-
poration of manure into cultivated land.

Finally, simulating agriculture using landscapes reconstructed from paleogeographic
data enabled an analysis of land as a limiting factor. Owing to restrictions in computer
processing power, the whole Lower Rhine delta was divided into 32 equal-sized sub-
regions of 100 km2 which cover most of the area inhabited during the end of the pre-Roman
Iron Age and Roman period (Figure 3). The natural landscape of each of these sub-regions
presented different possibilities and challenges for agricultural (surplus) production [6],
that is furthermore dependent on the population density. Rural settlement densities for each
sub-region were calculated from a dataset of findspots. A dataset of military settlements,
towns and vici was also compiled to estimate possible demand in each of the sub-regions
in the Early and Middle Roman periods.

However, this approach is likely to suffer from edge effects. Settlements near the
borders of the sub-regions may have suitable land available in neighboring sub-regions that
is currently not considered because the demand for land is confined within the boundaries
of sub-regions. Technically it is possibly to relax this constraint, but this has not yet been
implemented in the model.
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Figure 3. Paleogeographic reconstruction of the Dutch limes zoneshowing the location of 32 sub-regions used in ROMFARMS.
After [2].

3.3.2. The PLUS

The PLUS was developed primarily to study the impact of the Romans on the land
use in the Lower Rhine. By simulating various scenarios for the land use in this period
at a regional level, the model could test the validity of the hypothesis by Van Dinter and
colleagues [19] that 50% of the cereal production took place locally. By extending their
work with spatial interactions and economic competition, their findings were re-evaluated.

Setup

As input for the PLUS, extensive calculations were made to estimate the amount of
cereal that would have been needed to feed the local population and the Roman soldiers.
These estimates could then be translated to different demands of land use. Next, the local
suitability was determined by assigning relative suitability scores to the various recon-
structed palaeogeographical units, combined with travel distance relationships and buffers
of cleared areas around the known Roman watch towers. Feeding these figures into the
allocation procedure of the PLUS allowed to simulate whether the hypothesis of 50% local
production was feasible. In addition to the spatial modeling, De Kleijn and colleagues [3]
also estimated whether the locally available labor force would be sufficient to work the
amount of land that would be needed for the different scenarios. It distinguishes three
types of land use related to food production: arable farming for the production of cereal,
meadow and pasture. It uses the same assumptions as the ROMFARMS extensification
scenario for annual cereal yield, i.e., 1000 kg per hectare, of which 800 kg is available for
consumption [19], with a fallow period of one year. Furthermore, the model includes
woodland, water, residential areas and military zones. Woodland is integrated as a passive
land-use type, allowing it to be replaced by the food producing land-use types. Other
land-use types, like water bodies and known locations of settlements are approached as
static elements in the simulation process, which basically means that these are excluded
from the land-use allocation process.
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Experiments Run

To run the models, the area delimited by van Dinter and colleagues [19] was selected
(Figure 4). The local suitability for the different land-use types remained the same, the
major variance that was included in the various runs was the demand. For both 70 CE and
140 CE, eleven scenarios were run in which the amount of the local food surplus as share
of the total amount of required food in the region was used as input. By simulating the
land use in steps of 10% surplus it could be estimated if there would have been sufficient
suitable land available for the production of cereal for the Roman military. Besides the
availability of land, De Kleijn and colleagues [3] also considered the labor force. It was
calculated that every settlement could provide a labor force that could work a maximum of
25.6 ha. Combing the capacity of the labor force with the simulated land use allowed to
re-evaluate the hypothesis whether 50% of the cereal could indeed be locally produced as
surplus by the local population. By simulating various scenarios, the maximum capacity of
the landscape combined with the workforce could be determined.

Figure 4. PLUS study area [19] projected on palaeogeographical reconstruction. After [3].

3.3.3. Comparison
Level of Detail

In ROMFARMS, a trade-off needed to be made between simplicity and detail. For
example, animal husbandry strategies include only basic exploitation strategies where
kill-off patterns maximize the return of a single product. The results are just some of the
possible ways that farmers in the past could manage animals. Similarly, different strategies
of arable farming concern only the investment of land and labor. Other strategies, such as
multiple croppings each year or mixed cropping are not considered.

Some of the processes simulated in ROMFARMS have also been simplified for the
purpose of efficiency of the simulation. The sub-model of population dynamics, for
example, is significantly less complex than that produced by Verhagen and colleagues
or Danielisová and Štekerová [25,59]. This has an impact on the results generated by
ROMFARMS as rural demand of resources and labor supply are dependent on populations
in the landscape. ROMFARMS also lacks a simulation of the soil nutrient cycle (cf. [25,60]).
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The impact of manuring or fallowing on soil productivity are considered only superficially,
despite the potential impact that soil nutrients could have had on arable yields in the past.

Additionally, the ROMFARMS model was not designed to make accurate predictions
about where arable farming, animal husbandry and wood collection took place. The land-
scape was classified into three units, with no competition for land use possible between
these units, although settlements might compete for the same piece of land. In the re-
constructed landscapes, the location of the settlements was not fixed, only the number of
settlements was based on the densities observed in the archaeological record.

In contrast, the PLUS departs from known settlement locations, and applies a more
sophisticated landscape classification and rules for competition for land. Where the PLUS
heavily relies on a suitability for certain land use types which is used and weighted as
input in the allocation process, ROMFARMS only considers zones as either suitable or
non-suitable for a specific land use. Simplification of landscapes simulated by ROMFARMS
also concerns scenarios with homogeneous occupation by settlements of the same sizes.
Such landscapes are not realistic, but landscapes were simulated this way to produce a
range of possible results from minimum to maximum population sizes.

ROMFARMS was also implemented based on a discrete patch model wherein cells
have only one landscape element or use. This will have caused the overestimation of certain
resources such as grassland, arable land or woodland. In addition, defining landscape
suitability as suitable or not suitable for different parts of the agricultural economy is a
more simplistic approach than that undertaken by de Kleijn and colleagues [3].

Further simplifications include the restricted inclusion of adaption of agriculturalists
in ROMFARMS. The impact and adoption of mitigating strategies when settlements experi-
ence fuel or grain deficits have not been included. Neither have the impact or adoption of
strategies when settlements experience labor shortages.

Scenario Building

Additionally, the scenarios used in ROMFARMS and the PLUS are different. Whereas
ROMFARMS specifically aimed to compare different archaeological hypotheses that can
be linked to archaeological data at a more abstract level, the PLUS model was designed to
model the development of land use during a very specific timeframe, the period 70–140
CE. Where it concerns the analysis of limitations to land use, ROMFARMS will signal land
availability problems within a sub-region, but will not simulate direct competition for land
between settlements.

In order to understand land use patterns in the first century CE for the Roman limes
zone in the western part of Netherlands the PLUS has been applied for 70 CE and 140 CE
to re-examine the assumption by Van Dinter and colleagues [19] that 50% of the cereals
consumed by the Romans was locally produced and the other half imported. To analyze
if this percentage is feasible for both time periods, a set of scenarios was developed with
different percentages of locally produced cereals, combined with a reconstruction of the
local suitability and the locally available labor force. A series of simulations were then run
to test the capacity of the land and the availability of labor from the local population.

The study showed that, for 70 CE, the demand for cereals could be met for all scenarios
with the available land and labor force. For 140 CE, the demand for cereals could in most
scenarios not be met, caused by a shortage of suitable land. The models suggest that labor
force was not a limiting factor. Thus, it is concluded that the hypothesis that 50% of the
cereal for the Roman military and vici inhabitants was produced locally seems to hold for
70 CE, but not for 140 CE (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Realization of arable farming use according to different local production scenarios (in percentages) for 70 CE and
140 CE for the different sub regions. Source: [3].

The results of the ROMFARMS simulations showed that the two surplus arable
strategies of intensification and extensification provide different advantages to settlements,
depending on the availability of land and labor. Under intensification, the land cost per ton
of surplus grain is lower than under extensification. This indicates that intensification is a
more advantageous strategy when the availability of arable land is reduced. Extensification,
on the other hand, uses less labor per ton of surplus than intensification. Accordingly,
despite overall higher absolute labor costs, extensification would be a more beneficial
strategy should the availability of labor be restricted.

Using a dataset of castella, castra, towns and vici, the demand for grain in each sub-
region was estimated. Two scales of supply network were envisaged. The micro-regional
supply network is one where consumer-only settlements were supplied by rural agrarian
settlements located in the same micro-region. The macro-regional supply network was
denoted as a supply network where all rural settlements were involved in the supply of all
military and civil settlements.
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Changes in demand and supply were observed over time with an increasing demand
from military and civil settlements from the Early to the Middle Roman period, as well as
increases in rural settlement density. These changes resulted in only slight variations in the
pattern of surplus and deficits calculated for sub-regions however. Owing to the variation
in settlement density in sub-regions, the surpluses produced in the sparsely populated
peat regions produce smaller quantities of surplus grain than the more densely occupied
regions in the central part of the Lower Rhine delta.

The results of these comparisons (Figures 6 and 7) showed that for grain supply for
human consumption, a micro-regional supply network was infeasible in many scenarios,
especially with small settlements possessing only one to two households. The amount of
grain that can be supplied is also lower when settlements undertake arable intensification.
Only in scenarios where settlements comprised three or five households, a majority of the
grain required for either human consumption or to be used as fodder could be supplied
on a micro-regional scale when settlements undertake arable extensification. However,
archaeological evidence indicates that small settlements were much more common [8,19,61].
Macro-regional supply would thus seem better suited to respond to the demands of castra,
castella, towns and vici for grain.

3.4. Validation

Validation of the models has been approached in three different ways:

1. Is the model internally consistent, in other words, are there no programming errors?
2. Does the model produce outcomes that can be used to test existing hypotheses?
3. Does the model produce outcomes that can be used for prediction?

3.4.1. Validation of Code

NetLogo does not provide extensive code checking tools, which means that validation
of code will have to come from peer-reviewing it and subjecting it to sensitivity analysis.
The ODD protocol [62–64] is very helpful to understand the intended operation of the
code and can be accompanied by a description of the decision-making elements [65]. A
formal, ‘computational’ ontology, would be preferable to describe models in an unambigu-
ous way [33], but so far this is an approach that is not customarily applied, at least not
in archaeology.

The code written for ROMFARMS was submitted to external review, and can thus
be supposed to have been set up correctly, but a formal ODD description was not made
because of the complexity of the model. Its workings are, however, described in detail
by Joyce [1]. A recent sensitivity analysis [66] of the ROMFARMS code confirmed that it
functions as could be expected on the basis of the model description, but also revealed
an as yet unexplained discontinuity in grain production and fuel collection around the
thirtieth time step of the modeling, possibly pointing to a coding error. Clearly, this
shows how important it is that code is open to scrutiny and improvement. The use
of open-source software is a prerequisite for that. Unlike other disciplines, however,
archaeology still lacks a good infrastructure and ecosystem for collaborative code writing
and review. Even when some initiatives are on the way in this respect (e.g., NASA;
https://archaeology-abm.github.io/NASA/, accessed on 31 August 2021; Open Modeling
Foundation; https://openmodelingfoundation.org/, accessed on 31 August 2021), many
existing computer models are currently not extensively scrutinized and updated.

In the PLUS, this is also an issue. The user does not have to do all the programming
since basic tasks are handled by GeoDMS, a software package that goes through normal
stages of open-source code development. However, in order to run the models the user
still needs to program it. A formal code review of the models produced by De Kleijn, Van
Lanen and colleagues [3,12], however, was not undertaken.

https://archaeology-abm.github.io/NASA/
https://archaeology-abm.github.io/NASA/
https://openmodelingfoundation.org/
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Figure 6. Percentage of total arable land available used per sub-region in scenarios with homogenous
occupation by settlements with one (black) or five (grey) households using settlement densities from
the Middle Roman Period A. Source: [2].
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Figure 7. Percentage of grain demand per micro-region containing a castellum, castra and/or vicus and
total macro-regional demand that can be fulfilled by supply in each micro-region from settlements
with one (black) and five households (grey) during the Middle Roman Period A when demand was
highest. Source: [3].

3.4.2. Validation of Hypotheses

Both the PLUS and ROMFARMS were designed to assess the plausibility of prevailing
hypotheses of land use and agricultural production, but the models do not reach equivalent
conclusions. The PLUS model, that was only run for the western part of the regions,
indicates that a 50% local production of cereals was feasible in the early stages of the
Roman period (70 CE). This largely confirms the hypotheses drawn up by Kooistra, Groot,
Van Dinter and colleagues [6,17,19,54]. By 140 CE, however, when settlement densities were
highest, the model indicates that land was a severely limiting factor for surplus production.
The ROMFARMS calculations, taking into consideration a larger area, suggest that this
land shortage may have been compensated by the availability of land in the eastern part of
the river area and further south down the coast. Additionally, the intensification scenario
was not considered in the PLUS and thus the model could possibly have underestimated
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productivity. Both models suggest that micro-regional supply will not have been enough
to meet local demand, since surplus production per settlement must have been modest,
even when all available land is taken into cultivation.

The ROMFARMS results further suggest that available workforce must have posed
major limitations to increasing agricultural yields whereas the PLUS models do not flag
this as a major issue. This may be due to the fact that ROMFARMS also considers the role
of animal husbandry and fuel collection in the agricultural labor cycle.

3.4.3. Validation of Predictions

Both ROMFARMS and the PLUS were used to make predictions of surplus production
and land use allocation on the basis of scenarios that are thought to be archaeologically
plausible. The actual outcomes of the models are restricted to a limited number of measures:
yields (estimated in calories), and the area taken up by land use types (in hectares). The
PLUS also predicts the spatial allocation of land use categories. Quantitative archaeological
evidence for surplus production is almost absent, making it impossible to validate the
predicted yields with any certainty. These aspects would however lend themselves to
partial validation by analyzing archaeological evidence for agricultural and/or other land
uses in the vicinity of known settlements. This, however, would take substantial (field)work
before it can provide a statistical validation of the model outcomes.

By examining the variation of the allocated land uses in the PLUS in relation to the
suitability it was observed that less suitable areas would in some cases be taken into
cultivation in order to meet demand. It thus also reveals patterns in land-use that might
indicate areas of potential archaeological value that have hitherto been underexplored. This
implies that we should reassess the archaeological and paleo-vegetation studies for those
areas, or reconsider the model assumptions in relation to the share of locally produced food.

4. Discussion

Both ROMFARMS and the PLUS have their pros and cons in the way they are set up
and executed. Some of the limitations signaled are conceptual, in particular the choice of
scenarios and the definition of model inputs, other are more of a technical nature.

4.1. Technical Compatibility

From a computational perspective, it is easier to upscale NetLogo models and model
outputs for use in the PLUS than the other way around. Implementing large-scale spatial
simulations in NetLogo will simply be too inefficient. In principle, NetLogo could be linked
to the PLUS by developing a new extension. However, the main bottleneck will still be the
handling of (too) many agents.

Some aspects of the PLUS model that can be implemented in ROMFARMS are found
at the conceptual level, such as a more sophisticated definition of land suitability and the
allocation of land use around settlements. However, running an adapted model over larger
areas will run into the same problems of limited computational resources and cumbersome
handling of model outputs. Integrating the two into one system would thus lead to
computational ‘overkill’, with less and less opportunity to control the simulation results.
Even resorting to High-Performance Computing will not be a final solution since NetLogo
has no options for code parallelization [40].

4.2. Inputs

As with all simulation modeling, the input parameters determine the results. The
PLUS model heavily relied on the study by Van Dinter and colleagues [19], whereas
ROMFARMS took in a wider range of studies. Model parameters such as the settlements’
assumed requirements for arable and pasture land are often debatable, e.g., where it
concerns the practices of fallowing and manuring, and the wide ranges cited in literature
imply that the range of possible model outcomes is correspondingly large.
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Additionally, only broad assumptions can be made about the typical size of a settle-
ment in the region, with most sites only identified from surface findspots and few remains
of actual buildings found. Vossen [8] argued that large settlements were exceptional in the
region, and this was confirmed by an analysis of the available findspot information [61].
Van Dinter and colleagues assumed 1.5 households as the average size of a rural settle-
ment [19]. Landscapes occupied homogeneously by same-size settlements are unrealistic.
Still, if the occupation of landscapes by small settlements was the norm, the results from
scenarios with settlements of one or two households better reflect the situation in the past.

Several limitations were identified during the implementation of ROMFARMS and
the simulation of scenarios. Firstly, the availability of data to produce assumptions was
not consistent. For some aspects of the agricultural economy, no data from either regional
specific or analogous research was available. When data was available, it was rarely
available directly from archaeological sources from the Dutch Roman limes zone. For
example, no data from archaeological, ethnographic or experimental studies was available
to provide assumptions of the time taken to undertake agricultural tasks such as manuring,
processing of timber or the production of hay fodder for example. Certain assumptions
were therefore generated from reasonable estimates.

In cases where previous research indicated a lack of agreement, ROMFARMS has
taken the mean of available assumptions. The implication is that estimates of quantities of
agricultural production or labor costs for different strategies are tentative even when mak-
ing use of the best available domain knowledge. When more domain knowledge becomes
available, the model can only improve as its assumptions can be updated and amended.

Another aspect is that the settlements integrated in both models are all known sites
from archaeological research activities (i.e., excavations, surveys and historical sources).
Obviously, this inventory is not complete, and some settlements may not even be archaeo-
logically traceable. It has been presumed that up to 50% of Roman sites in the area have
not been detected yet [67], but this estimate is probably too pessimistic given the intensive
research history of the area [61]. However, exact dating of the sites usually proves to be
problematic. This could mean, for example, that the conclusions drawn for the 70 CE and
140 CE land-use allocation scenarios in the PLUS are not as certain as they might appear
from the modeling. A higher density of settlement, for example, would have a marked
effect on the available land which is already relatively scarce in some zones.

4.3. Issues of Scale

In current modeling approaches in archaeology, ABM simulation seems to be the
dominant application. This is partly because it can cater to the geographical scale that
archaeologists are most comfortable with, the local and (micro-)regional. ABM can be seen
as a variant or extension of the older approach of microsimulation [68]. It is designed
for modeling interactions at the individual scale, which usually also implies a limited
geographical and temporal scale. Spatial modeling studies of human spatial behavior at
the continental or even global scale covering large time periods (e.g., [69–72]), are typically
inspired by other disciplines, in particular ecology, climatology and geography. At the
intermediate level (macro-regional/national), however, we notice a lack of archaeological
spatial simulation models, with some exceptions (e.g., [46]). This is, we think, where a
system like the PLUS has a clear added value.

Inherent to any spatial modeling approach the PLUS simplifies reality. In case of
arable farming, for example, the modeling framework is configured to simulate this land-
use type to an area within one-hour walking distance from a settlement. This rule has a
significant impact on the results. It might have been that people were willing to travel
longer to their lands or that arable farming was more systematically organized. Here,
the results thus provide interesting leads to formulate hypotheses considering the land
organization. Furthermore, this study has not differentiated different types of settlements.
The analysis could greatly benefit from having more detailed data on estimated sizes
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of individual settlements to provide more variation in associated land-use patterns and
available workforce.

4.4. Outcomes and Validation

The conclusions drawn on basis of the simulation results are not assumed to represent
actual yields of land and labor expenditure in the past. However, by simulating using
a range of possible assumptions, the bandwidth of outputs will include a result that is
representative of the situation in the past.

In order to deal with uncertainties, the modeling frameworks apply a range of sce-
narios. The scenarios discussed in this article foremost focus on the spatial implications of
local surplus production of cereals, but the model can also be implemented to test different
hypotheses and validate the associated assumptions. In the case of ROMFARMS, scenarios
of agricultural intensification and extensification were explored in detail, and separate
scenarios were run for animal husbandry and wood collection to estimate their impact on
land use and labor force. In the PLUS, no such detailed explorations were made, so this
could be a worthwhile addition for its future application.

In the case presented, economic aspects and, to a limited extent, sociological and
cultural factors have been integrated with physical environmental factors. Both the PLUS
and ROMFARMS are capable of integrating more sociological and cultural factors relating
to the demand for land or the spatial preferences for performing land-use related activi-
ties. The models can thus contribute to the challenge identified by Lake [22] to integrate
sociological factors in spatial simulations. The modeling approach and tools constitute
a dynamic research instrument that can be transferred other regions and cases as well.
As demonstrated in this article, the modeling framework aids archaeologists to generate
a better understanding of past spatial dynamics and the relationship between people
and landscape.

4.5. Complementarity of Approaches

The main differences between the two approaches are found in the geographical scale
applied and the type of predictions made. The PLUS aims for spatially explicit predictions
of land use over large areas, without explicitly considering the dynamics of demography.
ROMFARMS intends to model farming output under a wide range of conditions, without
attempting to predict land allocation. Consequently, the models cannot be used for the
same purpose, but elements of each might enhance the outcomes of the other. A recent
study [66] showed that replacing parts of the ROMFARMS code with alternative code
from the Artificial Anasazi model [44,73] (‘docking’) can be effective for understanding the
equivalence of modeling approaches, and even to detect programming errors. The main
challenge is to understand what parts of the code can be profitably re-used in other systems.

In the case of the PLUS, the limitation on the number of scenarios is not a consequence
of computational limitations. The backdrop for the model is directly derived from the
archaeological evidence to answer the question if space could have been a limiting factor
to agricultural production. So, the location and number of settlements is currently static
and does not allow for differently sized settlements, or different population age structures.
Similarly, animal husbandry and arable farming practices are modeled as single strategies.
The more detailed and speculative approach of ROMFARMS could thus be useful to explore
a larger variety of theoretical models in the PLUS: what are the spatial effects on land
use when agricultural strategies change under different economic, environmental and
political circumstances?

ROMFARMS, on the other hand, might be extended with more advanced spatial
allocation rules to arrive at more realistic spatio-temporal outcomes. The rule-based
system used in the PLUS allowing for competition between settlements can be directly
implemented, and more realistic models of settlement location can be easily applied as
well. This could be useful, for example, to understand when tipping points are reached in
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a specific socio-economic scenario. However, as mentioned, upscaling ROMFARMS to the
large number of agents needed for the whole study region would be unfeasible.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we set out to compare two simulation models of past land use applied
to the case of the Roman frontier zone in the Dutch river area. ROMFARMS and the
PLUS share many characteristics in how they handle their inputs and simulate land use
requirements to test hypotheses on the feasibility of surplus agricultural production for
the military and civilian population. However, they also use different approaches to tackle
this research ow question. While ROMFARMS focuses on experimentation with different
scenarios of agricultural production at the household level, the PLUS concentrates on
predicting the allocation of land use and the corresponding agricultural yield in the area
for a specific point in time. ROMFARMS is based on NetLogo, which allows for easy
experimentation with various parameters but slows down execution with larger numbers
of simulations and larger areas. The PLUS, on the other hand, can quickly run a multitude
of scenarios over large areas, but is restricted by not including an explicit demographic
model. Clearly, ROMFARMS could thus profit from a more efficient handling of large
(spatial) datasets, whereas the PLUS could benefit from implementing more sophisticated
scenarios of agricultural production and demographic development.

However, while both models can be highly complementary, tools that allow for
transferring approaches and principles between the models are currently lacking. It is
therefore a priority that model code will become more easily re-usable between modeling
environments, not just by following the FAIR software principles (https://fair-software.nl,
accessed on 31 August 2021), but also by actively (re-)testing and repurposing software
code. Currently, however, archaeology is still lacking an infrastructure and best practices
for this. It is hoped that this paper will contribute to developing these.
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